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Expert from Fraunhofer ITWM uncovers security  
vulnerabilities of charging stations

The infrastructure for charging electric vehicles is growing tremendously. By 
2025, German automakers want at least 15 percent of their sales to be electric 
vehicles. Security vulnerabilities, however, plague the charging process. Mathi-
as Dalheimer, an expert at the Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics 
ITWM, warns that nearly anybody could debit charging costs to the user-
friendly but insecure charging card of an unsuspecting user.  

Drivers of conventional vehicles refuel at gas stations. By contrast, owners of electric 
vehicles use charging stations, which supply the required charging capacity. With 
regard to public spaces, many operators of charging stations debit costs to a user’s 
charging card. A number stored on this card enables the charging station to identify 
the user. Charging costs are then deducted from the bank account linked to the card. 

Unfortunately, it is easy to access and copy the ID numbers stored on charging cards. 
As Mathias Dalheimer explains: “It is pretty easy to clone a charging card. Many 
manufacturers of charging stations have failed to implement basic safety mechanisms. 
And because these manufacturers sell their charging stations in a number of countries, 
Germany is not the only one affected by this.”

Charging-card number as vulnerability

Dalheimer adds that “there are insufficient safeguards for communication between 
charging stations and the billing back-end. Card numbers are transmitted directly to 
operators – often without any encryption at all. Somebody can use simple equipment 
to intercept these transmissions and obtain customers’ card numbers. This makes it 
possible for criminals to forge charging cards or, what is arguably easier in practice, 
simply simulate charging transactions.”

It would likely be very difficult for customers to prove unauthorized use of their charg-
ing cards. This is especially true of a roaming charge, when a different operator debits a 
customer long after charging costs are incurred. It might be weeks before anybody 
notices the unauthorized use of a charging-card number. 
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Annual CCC conference emphasizes security issues of electric charging stations 

In addition to working as a researcher at Fraunhofer ITWM, Mathias Dalheimer also 
belongs to the Chaos Computer Club (CCC). At the club’s annual conference, he 
presented this security issue and others – which then led to detailed reports in main-
stream media. 

“Several operators of charging stations have acknowledged vulnerabilities; thanks to 
widespread media coverage, some have taken the initial necessary steps to remedy the 
situation,” says Dalheimer. “Some large companies have already contacted Fraunhofer 
ITWM about making charging stations more secure. We also want to set up a consor-
tium of experts that will systematically tackle such matters.”

The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is the leading organization for applied research in Europe. Its research activities are conducted by 69 institutes 
and research units at locations throughout Germany. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft employs a staff of 24,500, who work with an annual research 
budget totaling 2.1 billion euros. Of this sum, 1.9 billion euros is generated through contract research. More than 70 percent of the Fraunhofer-
Gesellschaft’s contract research revenue is derived from contracts with industry and from publicly financed research projects. International collabo-
rations with excellent research partners and innovative companies around the world ensure direct access to regions of the greatest importance to 
present and future scientific progress and economic development. 
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